Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising Book 4)

When Jessica went to the Venus School of
Sex she never imagined that she would fall
in love with one man, much less two. Shed
just gotten comfortable with the idea of
going semi-public at home with Justin and
Chris when her ex-boyfriend outed their
unconventional relationship to all her
friends. To her horror she finds out that
her family is the reason her ex even knows
about it. But it doesnt matter how people
react, shes not going to give up on Justin
and Chris and theyre not going to give up
on her - its time to face her family and
make them realize that shes choosing her
happiness
over
other
peoples
judgments.Liam and Hilary are having
their own problems now that Liams
realized Hilary kept him a secret from her
parents. What he cant understand is why.
Hes been falling in love with his
honey-girl, does she not feel the same
way?This is the conclusion to the Venus
Rising Quartet, although Justin, Chris,
Jessica, Liam and Hilary will also appear
quite often in G. Angels follow-up
Stronghold series, for which there is a
teaser included at the end of this book.This
book contains BDSM, spanking, anal play
and anal sex, MFM sex, role-playing, and a
lot of sexy alpha men.Venus Transcendent
is approximately 117,000 words long.
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Justin and Chris have been wanting to get close to Jessica for a long time and they see this as their big chance for one of
Book 1 of the Venus Rising Quartet.Venus Transcendent has 74 ratings and 5 reviews. Aly is so frigging bored said: In
this last book, everything comes together. I cant say anything withouBig Bad Bunnies Series (3 books) 4.18 avg rating
117 ratings 3 editions book 1 Domestic Discipline (4 books) Venus Rising (4 books) Rising, #2) Venus Desiring
(Venus Rising #3) Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising #4).In the Venus Rising Quartet we met the Dominants of
Stronghold, who Adam Rawn wasnt looking for a sub when he went to the new club Chained with hisGolden Angels
most popular book is The Sassy Submissive (Stronghold Doms, #1). The Venus School of Sex (Ve. . Venus
Transcendent (Venus Rising #4)Compre Venus Transcendent: an MFM Romance (Venus Rising Book 4) (English
Edition) de Golden Angel na . Confira tambem os eBooks maisEligible for FREE UK Delivery Venus Transcendent: an
MFM Romance (Venus Rising Book 4). Borrow for free from your Kindle device.Editorial Reviews. From the Author.
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I originally wrote this storyline for and it 4. Venus Transcendent: an MFM Romance (Venus Golden Angel.4. Venus
Transcendent is now available on , for the Nook and on Poker Loser Trilogy Bundle - All three books for one low price
on the Kindle, theVenus Desiring has 82 ratings and 7 reviews. Aly is so frigging bored said: The 3rd book in the series
centers around Venus Desiring (Venus Rising #3) and hes just as attracted to her, shes not sure that the BDSM scene is
for her and hes .. Venus Aspiring (Venus Rising, #2) Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising #4)There are 3 primary works
and 4 total works in the Poker Loser Series Venus Rising (4 books) of Sex (Venus Rising, #1) Venus Aspiring (Venus
Rising, #2) Venus Desiring (Venus Rising #3) Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising #4).Venus Transcendent (Venus
Rising) (Ingles) Pasta blanda . Its going to be hard waiting until winter for the next book but I will have to so ImBook 2
in the Venus Rising Quartet following the Venus School of Sex. At the end of Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising Book
4) (May 15, 2013). by GoldenVenus Transcendent. Book 4 of the Venus Rising Quartet. When Jessica went to the
Venus School of Sex she never imagined that she would fall in love withVenus Transcendent: an MFM Romance
(Venus Rising Book 4) (English Edition) [Kindle edition] by Golden Angel. Download it once and read it on your
KindleVenus Transcendent (Venus Rising): Golden Angel: : Books. Venus Transcendent: an MFM Romance (Venus
Rising Book 4) and over 1.5Want to know more about my other books and stories? Thank you so much for reading, I
hope you enjoyed the story and dont forget, the best thing you can do With Discipline Punishing His Ward Claiming
His Wife Venus Rising Quartet The Venus School Venus Aspiring Venus Desiring Venus Transcendent
Stronghold.Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising #4). When Jessica went to the Venus School of Sex she never imagined
that she would fall in love with one man, much lessWant to know more about my other books and stories? Thank you so
much for reading, I hope you enjoyed the story and dont forget, the best thing Dealing With Discipline Punishing His
Ward Claiming His Wife Venus Rising Quartet The Venus School Venus Aspiring Venus Desiring Venus Transcendent
StrongholdEditorial Reviews. From the Author. I originally wrote The Venus School for an online website, and readers
loved it so much they encouraged me to make it into a Series (4 books). There are 4 primary works and 4 total works in
the Venus Rising Series 4.24 avg rating 131 ratings published 2012 4 editions book 1. Want to Read Venus
Transcendent (Venus Rising #4) by. Golden AngelBook 2 in the Venus Rising Quartet. At the end of Book 1, Jessica
Swift returned home from the Venus School to find that the two instructors shed fallen forVenus Transcendent: an MFM
Romance (Venus Rising Book 4) and millions of other books Venus Transcendent (Venus Rising) Paperback May 16,
2013.At the end of Book 1, Jessica Swift returned home from the Venus School to find that the two instructors shed
fallen for actually work at the same company as her
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